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Hello,

I’m very pleased to have this opportunity to introduce you to 

my company and our approach to gasoline engine efficiency. 

Performance is my passion and since the late 50’s I’ve been 

dedicated not only to the pursuit of product perfection  

but also to leading the way in the development  

of new technologies.  

Among other things, what makes Banks Power 

very unique is our long history of motorsports 

competition. We know what works based on the 

depth of that racing experience. All those years 

of winning have culminated in what I consider to 

be the most important attribute an automotive 

performance company can claim: True credibility.  

The following test report is designed to give you 

the hard data you need to make an informed 

decision. I’ll be along throughout to discuss some of 

the key tenets of my power-making philosophy. I have a 

solution that fits your needs and will very much look forward 

to helping you make your vehicle all that it can be.  

With my very best regards,

Gale Banks
President & CEO
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Test equipment such as Micro Soot 
Analyzers give Banks crucial data 
no other competitor has.

Systems are tested on the 
engine and chassis dynos.     

The same airflow technology used in Banks’ power systems 
propelled the diesel-powered Sidewinder Dakota to an FIA-
record-shattering 217.314 mph at Bonneville!

Flexing military muscle through its Banks Defense division is nothing new. 
Banks has been working with various branches of the military since the early 
80’s on both land and marine vehicles.
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Situated on our 12 acre, Southern 

California campus, Gale Banks 

Engineering has spent over 50 years 

honing the science of automotive 

performance enhancement. For 

decades, pick-up, sport utility, and 

RV owners have been turning to 

Banks to maximize their engines’ 

power and efficiency. Behind every 

Banks product is the rich legacy of 

technology breakthroughs, industry-

firsts, and an unparalleled number 

of world and land-speed records.  

Over the years, Banks has forged 

partnerships with such giants as 

Chevrolet, GMC, Cummins, Ford, 

Volvo, as well as the Department 

of Transportation. From working to 

mitigating the effects of the 1970’s 

fuel crunch to creating the diesel 

performance aftermarket to outfitting 

covert marine applications for the 

U.S. Navy SEALs, Banks has always 

been on the cutting edge. Experience 

counts and is the foundation of every 

system we produce. 

An automotive aftermarket com-

pany’s testing methodology reflects 

its level of credibility. It also deter-

mines the validity of its stated horse-

power, torque, and mileage gains. 

The fact is that most aftermarket 

companies rely on simple accelera-

tion dyno tests in order to rush 

to market quickly and cheaply. The 

trouble is that these types of tests 

tend to yield unrealistically high 

and untrustworthy performance 

numbers. Not Banks. Our products 

Experience Testing

WHY CHOOSE BANKS



New technology is perfected in 
the Electronics Engineering dept.

Banks develops airflow technology in 
their Advance Concepts Engineering.
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have to prove their mettle in a 

variety of sustained tests under 

the most grueling conditions. We 

employ state-of-the-art electronic 

data-acquisition instrumentation as 

well as the most advanced chassis-

dynamometers available today. The 

result: wholly reliable and accurate 

data and products that easily stand 

up to years of real-world punishment. 

Banks’ honest and precise testing 

procedures mean that you have hard 

data and not just a leap of faith.

You want your vehicle to realize 

maximum longevity. So do we and 

the quality that goes into every single 

Banks product is a reflection of that. 

Where most companies lower their 

costs by constantly seeking cheaper 

labor and material, Banks is a throw-

back to a purer era when quality and 

pride in the product meant every-

thing. Our standards are these: To 

build the most durable and long-last-

ing products and to always upgrade 

rather than degrade the material 

makeup of the parts we’re replacing. 

We use only the toughest base mate-

rials and as a result our systems can 

withstand even the most hellish of 

automotive conditions. That’s why 

we back our products with industry 

leading warrantees. Our in-house 

Manufacturing department allows us 

to maintain the most stringent qual-

ity control so our customers can 

always be assured of excellence.

Quality

The Banks Sidewinder GMC Sierra, the first endurance road race 
diesel truck, demonstrates the performance and durability of Banks 
Power products under the most extreme conditions. 

Banks Sidewinder Top-Diesel Dragster punishes the drag strips with 1,300+ HP. It’s a major part of 
Banks’ ongoing strategy to awaken the public to the amazing potential of diesel.

No Competitor Pushes Their Own Products This Hard!

The World’s Quickest & Fastest Diesel Drag Truck. 
Banks Sidewinder S-10 is the National record holder at  
7.77 sec. @ 180.00 mph. No other truck is even in the 7s!
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BANKS ADVANTAGE

Test results and component 
configuration/availability vary 
with year/model 

   Full Circle Solution
An internal combustion engine is a perfect  example of a cohesive system. Well-matched, interacting 

parts, working in harmony, to produce that marvelous thing we call power. I’ve always viewed the 
upgrade process the exact same way. The path to your truck’s fullest potential is a system approach.  

My competitors may tell you that airflow isn’t that important or that if you want more power all 
you need to do is install a “chip.” Some pretenders try to mimic the Banks system by offering 

a grab-bag of components all made by different companies and say that it’s the same 
thing.  Don’t you believe it.  

Banks systems are engineered and tested to offer a balanced, full-circle 
solution. Every component has its place and its job. There is no guesswork on 

the part of the customer. We leave the "cross your fingers and hope for the 
best" strategy to the other guys. 

Tuning combined with air-flow in order to deliver maximum 
horsepower, torque, and mileage gains: That’s the Banks way.

Read more about Gale Banks at: bankspower.com/gbe
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AutoMind®  Programmer  
The Banks AutoMind is the latest in flash-programming 

technology for your gas or diesel vehicle. Choose from pre-
loaded dyno proven tunes like Economy, Work/Tow, Sport, 

Super Sport or Extreme Sport levels. The Banks AutoMind’s 
Economy flash delivers impressive MPG by tuning your 

vehicle’s fuel injection, ignition timing and transmission 
characteristics, while the Work and Sport tunes give 

you the power and torque you need for the job.

The Banks AutoMind also lets you read and clear 
check engine codes, and you can recalibrate the 

speedometer if you change your tire size.

Banks AutoMind® Programming Module & Banks iQ®  
The Banks AutoMind Programming Module gives you the ultimate in power 
and flexibility for your vehicle. By working in concert with the Banks iQ 
you can choose from multiple power and economy levels 
right from its 5” color touch-screen. Change tire size, trans        
shift points, check and clear codes. 

Banks iQ also comes with a host of modes 
like performance measuring, economy 
tracking, diagnostics, entertainment, 
navigation and much more.

Both the Banks AutoMind 
Programming Module and Banks iQ 
are fully updatable and upgradable. 
Options vary per vehicle. (See pages 
8-11 for additional information on 
the Banks iQ features)

Gain up to:

+48 hp
+62 lb-ft

 At the Rear Wheels

Horsepower, torque and features 
vary by application

Adjust or remove the 
engine rev limiter and/or 
top speed limiter

Speedometer calibration 
based on tire size

Adjust the cooling fan 
activation temperature

Adjust shift points and/
or shift firmness

Includes a fuel economy 
calibration in addition to 
HP & torque tunes

Reads and clears          
trouble codes

Internet updatable
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MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE
Banks iQ®   
The most advanced Man-Machine Interface... 
ever created! The all-new Banks iQ represents 
the reinvention of the art and science of vehicle-
user-interface. We’ve given Banks iQ the power 
of a true PC and opened up an entirely new 
world. It’s not just information, it’s total control. 
Use the 5” color touchscreen Banks iQ to 
adjust power levels, control downhill cruising 
speed, adjust braking intensity, custom-tune 
numerous performance parameters, measure 
vehicle performance, read your altitude and 
GPS corrected speed and so much more, all 
on the fly! Listen to music, watch videos, play 
games and review documents. Banks iQ opens 
a window into the vital inner workings of your 
vehicle’s ECU, letting you see what’s beyond your 
dashboard gauges. Set audible alarms, read and 
clear trouble/diagnostic codes, log data, and 
measure horsepower and acceleration... while 

even customizing your own 
layout, content 

and colors!

Multi-Talented
Like any great multi-function tool, the Banks iQ has many 
features. There are various modes including information, fuel 
economy, performance, diagnostics, hands-free Bluetooth, audio 
and video entertainment, a compass, data logging, plus so much 

more. The Banks iQ is a Windows®-based dash mount computer for 
your vehicle with an interactive 5” color touch screen. 
Easily connecting to your vehicle’s diagnostic port, 
the iQ can display over 50 (and growing) digital 
or analog gauges. Choose your color, auto 
dim, set alarms and more!

Comprehensive
Now available for most ‘96 and newer Gas or 
Diesel Cars and Trucks, the Banks iQ Man-Machine 
Interface is your one stop tool. Call us to see what 
the Banks iQ can do for you and your vehicle.

       Small is not always better
    When it comes to a display that monitors critical engine information, you  
want to go big. If you have to squint and strain to read the data, your eyes are 
off the road too long—and that’s not safe. Put the Banks iQ in your vehicle and 
you’re the master of your domain, summoning readouts that are easy to read, 
easy to navigate, and that have the highest levels of engineering behind them. 
Then take the iQ out of your vehicle and kick back while listening to music or 
watching movies, all the while knowing you’ve got the biggest screen, the  
 most vibrant colors, and the most dynamic graphics on the market. 
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Diagnose your problems
Banks iQ is like having a personal vehicle technician in your 
corner. Check/Clear diagnostic codes at the touch of a 
button. And the best part? Logged events are defined in plain 
English, not just codes, so you don’t need a factory manual, 
or a trip to the dealership, to know what you’re looking at.

Portable
Your experience doesn’t stop once the engine does. Only the 
Banks iQ has a rechargeable battery making it truly portable. 
Show off your performance stats to your pals, listen to music, 
watch a movie or share your photos with your family. 

Information
Banks iQ opens a window into the vital inner 
workings of your vehicle’s ECU, letting you see 
what’s beyond your dashboard gauges. Set audible 
alarms, read and clear trouble/diagnostic codes, log 

data, and measure horsepower and acceleration… while even 
customizing your own layout, content and colors!

Choose Your Mode 
The Banks iQ is your gateway to automotive control with 
information, safety, productivity and entertainment applications 
you can use inside and outside of your vehicle.

Populate Your Gauges
Pick what you want to see, where you want 
to see it and how it’s displayed. Populate 
the screen with English or Metric units and 
choose from over 50 pre-loaded gauges. 
With more being added! 

Set Your Alarms
The Banks iQ is your wingman keeping a 
watchful eye on various temperatures and 
vehicle functions. Unlike those other silent 
ones, set your safety zones and the Banks 
iQ will let you know, both visually and 
audibly, where you stand. 

Calibrate Your Speed 
Using advanced GPS technology the Banks 
iQ shows you your actual speed… even 
with stock tires. Put in a different gear set? 
Running huge off-road or low-profile tires? 
It’s nothing the Banks iQ can’t handle.

Choose your layout
What good is displaying info if you can’t read it? The Banks iQ’s intelligently 
designed screens are large and easy to see at a glance. No squinting or staring 
helps keep your eyes where they belong… on the road. Choose from either 
digital readouts or virtual analog gauges with large, easy to read dials.

Most '96+ Cars/Trucks
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MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE
Economy
The Banks iQ stays in constant communication with your vehicle 
keeping track of all the major stats needed to accurately determine 
your fuel usage, and does so automatically. Know what you’re trip 
average is, what you’re getting right now, how much fuel is left and 

more all on the same screen. Use the Logbook feature to record and review your 
stats… or keep track of the other leadfoot who drove your vehicle last. 

With the ability to enter the actual cost 
of fuel (with each fill-up), tank capacity 
and engine displacement, you ensure 
that your results are accurate.

How much did it cost to go to work today? 
How much did that different route actually save 
you? What did you spend on fuel last week, last 
month, or even every month of the year for that 
matter? With the Banks iQ you can get answers 
instantly, or keep track of multiple trips with its 

built-in logbook. No need for dash-mounted toys that give you nothing but guesses. See 
how your driving habits affect your wallet and get the smart answers with the Banks iQ.

Performance  
You’ll have complete control of all added power/safety 
functions when you connect the Banks iQ Man-Machine 
Interface to a Banks diesel tuner, SpeedBrake, or any of our 
other devices. Choose power levels and monitor vehicle 

functions accordingly, so you’ll always know exactly what your tuner and 
engine are doing. Squeezing every last bit of energy out of a gallon of fuel 
for improved mileage is just as much of a science as making big horsepower 
gains. By tuning your vehicle’s fuel injection, ignition and transmission shift 
characteristics, Banks can deliver up to a 20-percent improvement in fuel 
economy for diesel pickups, and 10-percent for gasoline-powered cars 
and trucks. We also optimize the cylinder-deactivation system on GM and 
Chrysler products for more fuel-sipping 4-cylinder operation from your V-8. 
That’s money you can put in the bank instead of the tank!

Banks iQ® Flash (AutoMind® Programmer + Banks iQ)
• The latest in handheld Flash tech
• Pre-loaded with real Banks dyno-proven tuning files
• Full speed limiter adjustment capabilities
• Built-in on-screen real-time data
• OEM factory PCM tune data backed-up for quick  
    and trouble-free return to stock settings
• Internet upgradable (free)

Productivity
Look familiar? Feel right at home and use built-in Microsoft® software 
with familiar functionality. The Banks iQ is a Man-Machine Interface that 
can view your Microsoft® Office files, manage your data, and much more! 
And with 4GB of memory, you can take a lot with you!



Navigation  
A normal compass will tell you the direction you’re 
heading, but that’s about it.  By using GPS technology, 
the Banks iQ can tell so much more. Towing a load 
up some twisty hills? The Banks iQ even displays 
elevation, and the grade you are climbing.
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Banks NAV™ 
Banks NAV (Navigation 
software for use on the 
Banks iQ) uses the Banks 
iQ’s processing and GPS muscle to bring you turn-by-turn navigation to 
get you to your destination every time.  With visual and verbal directions 
and 7 million of points of interest (with phone numbers) throughout 
the United States and Canada, you won’t need another device. 

(Banks NAV sold separately)

Safety
Set your vehicle’s safety zones and the Banks iQ will let you know, both 
visually and audibly, where you stand. Replaces the silent, dumbed-down 
factory gauges with informative displays. Plus, with added features such 
as Bluetooth hands-free calling and the optional Backup Camera, Banks iQ 
helps to keep your hands on the wheel and your eyes on what’s important!

Backup Camera
Keep an eye on what is behind your vehicle. With the 
optional backup camera, you are able to see things that 
are out of view like small children or something left on 
the ground. Mount it to the back of your vehicle, or the 
back of your trailer. The possibilities are endless.

Entertainment
With Banks iQ, you can play music, watch a movie, read a 
book, view your photos, or play games in high quality inside 
or outside of your vehicle. Hook the iQ to the new stereo 
speaker travel case or your car stereo with a standard mini-
stereo cable, or use the built-in Bluetooth audio streaming. 

Optional Banks iQ 
Speaker Case shown.

Hands-free calling 
Equipped with Bluetooth, the Banks iQ allows you to make and receive phone calls 
without touching your phone. You can sync your address book as well as your call 
history. And with A2DP (Audio Streaming)  you can stream your music seamlessly.

Most '96+ Cars/Trucks
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4.8, 5.3, and 6.0L HD, ‘99-10

Banks Automind and Banks iQ

The Banks AutoMind Programming Module gives 
you the ultimate in power and flexibility for your 
vehicle. By working in concert with the Banks iQ you 
can choose from multiple power and economy levels 
right from its 5” color touch-screen. Change tire size, 
transmission shift points, check and clear codes. 

Banks iQ also comes with a host of modes like 
performance measuring, economy tracking, diagnostics, 
entertainment, navigation and more. Both the Banks 
AutoMind Programming Module and iQ are fully 
updatable and upgradable. Options vary per vehicle.

Available as a standalone product

Stinger Systems
Banks’ Stinger system is a PowerPack without the TorqueTubes. 
With free-breathing intake and exhaust upgrades coupled with 
state-of-the-art programming, Stinger delivers the added power, 
durability and MPG you’re looking for at an economical price. 
(Stinger system shown, dual exhaust option also available)

  

Components  
also available  

separately

Monster           
Exhaust System 
100% stainless 
steel mandrel-
bent system 
improves airflow 
up to 141%, cuts 
backpressure up 
to 94%; single or 
rear duals.

AutoMind Programmer
All-in-one tuner/scan tool matches 
fuel to airflow improvements for 
improved acceleration & MPG; 
displays critical engine functions; 
scans/clears codes; upgradeable.

Banks Ram-Air Intake
Opens up the V-8’s breathing; delivers 
more cool, dense air to the engine 
for greater power & fuel economy.

STINGER SYSTEM 6.0L WITH DUAL 
EXHAUST, QUAD REAR EXIT SHOWN.
SINGLE EXHAUST, REAR & SIDE EXIT 

ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.

Monster Muffler
Polished-stainless steel 
straight-through 
Monster Muffler flows 
freely; produces 
a commanding, 
yet civil, exhaust     
note; cuts 
the  drone & 
backpressure.    



CHEVY/GMC
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4.8, 5.3, and 6.0L HD, ‘99-10

PowerPack Systems
Banks gives you a choice of power systems for your Chevy/GMC V-8. Choose the one that 
meets your needs and budget. Either way, you’ll have plenty of power for work and play—
plus improved engine efficiency, durability and fuel economy. Banks’ king-of-the-road 

system, PowerPack is everything you see above, including the AutoMind Programmer. 

TorqueTube Manifolds
With their leak-free fit, durable 400-series 
stainless steel TorqueTubes stand up to 
heat, stress & abuse; they literally pull 
exhaust from the engine, liberating huge 
torque. Available with PowerPack system.

Components also 
available separately

TorqueTube Exhaust Manifolds
Banks replaces the heavy, flow-restrictive cast iron stock 
manifolds with 400-series stainless steel, large-diameter 
mandrel-bent TorqueTube exhaust manifolds. Thick, dead-flat 
flanges welded on both sides fit precisely and never leak, warp 

or crack. Even at higher RPMs, exhaust gases flow freely 
into the high-velocity collector, which literally sucks the 
exhaust from the engine, unleashing greater torque and 

giving the exhaust a richer sound.

Available as a standalone product

POWERPACK SYSTEM 6.0L WITH DUAL EXHAUST, QUAD 
REAR EXIT SHOWN. SINGLE EXHAUST, REAR & SIDE EXIT 

ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.
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Banks’ constant-diameter heavy-
wall stainless steel tubing and 
straight-through Monster Muffler 
systematically slash backpressure 
from 3.72 PSI to just 0.21 PSI—  
an astounding 94%!
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Monster Exhaust for Chevy 
Silverado & GMC Sierra
The Chevy Silverado and the GMC Sierra 
– two American icons. Neither truck, 
however, has a mandrel-bent (constant 
diameter) exhaust. The factory “crush-
bends” their exhaust systems. That 
compromises exhaust air  
flow at every turn and there 
are six in the factory 
tailpipe alone! 
The factory’s 
cast exhaust 
manifolds are 
also very restrictive 
and cost you both performance         
and gas mileage. 

Banks’ 100% stainless steel Monster 
Exhaust flows freely and cuts 
backpressure up to 94%. Durability 
is increased, fuel efficiency is enhanced 
and acceleration becomes like nothing 
you’ve ever felt from your truck. The 
straight-through polished stainless steel 
Monster Muffler – sound tested to cut the 
maddening interior “drone” that plagues 
competitive designs – delivers a rich and  
throaty sound. The direct-fit system bolts on 
easily and the entire system is protected 
by Banks' warranty.

4.3, 4.8, 5.3, 6.0, 6.2L and HD, ‘99-14

Monster Muffler
Straight-through polished 
stainless steel; more than doubles stock 
flow (up to 141% increase!); produces a rich, 
throaty sound; cuts the drone & backpressure.

Monster Tubing
3" stainless steel cat-back 
pipes are constant diameter 
for easy flow, virtually 
eliminating backpressure; 
improves acceleration  
time by 4.5%.

Polished Stainless steel Tips
Highly polished 6x5" obround 
angle-cut rolled-edge tailpipe 
tips (patent pending) have 
no clamps because they're 
welded on. MONSTER® EXHAUST 

QUAD REAR EXIT FOR 6.0L SHOWN.
OTHER CONFIGURATIONS ARE  

ALSO AVAILABLE.

Monster Exhaust
Monster opens up the restrictions, 
virtually eliminating backpressure, 
improving power and fuel  
efficiency while delivering  
a rich, throaty sound.
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With a large enclosed housing that 
minimizes restriction, a huge rectangular 
reusable filter and a giant filter outlet, 
Banks Ram-Air Intake outflows the 
factory intake by 29%. 

29%29%
More Airflow!
More Airflow!

Banks Ram-Air Intake for 
Chevy Silverado & GMC V-8
The engineers at Banks carefully examined 
the factory intake system on the Chevy/
GMC V-8s (4.8/5.3/6.0L) and found lots 
of room for improvement. The scrunched 
factory intake system presents a ton of 
restriction. Air flow is hindered at every 
turn. That means that your engine has 
to work hard to pull the air in, robbing 
precious power and mileage. That’s where 
the Banks-Ram Air Intake comes in. 

Developed using Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) software and proven in the 

vehicle through a battery 
of real world tests, the 
Banks Ram-Air Intake 
replaces the flat panel 

filter with a giant filter 
and housing to maximize flow. 

Restrictions are eliminated and the 
result is an intake that  flows 
29% better than stock… 

and there’s no compromise on 
filtration! Because Ram-Air’s enclosed 
system keeps out the hot, power-robbing 
underhood air, your engine will finally get 
that blast of cool, dense air it’s been craving 
and all of that power and mileage potential 
will be unlocked!

 

4.8, 5.3, 6.0, 6.2L and HD ‘99-12

Enclosed Housing
With its smooth radius & large diameter, the  
enclosed housing promotes superior airflow &  
keeps out power-robbing hot underhood air,  
which increases power & mileage.

Huge Filter Outlet
Shaped by Banks engineers 
to keep air flowing freely from 
the giant filter to improve 
power & fuel economy.

Giant Reusable Filter
Superior high-flow filtration 
compared to flat panel stock  
filter; large filter area means 
fewer filter cleanings & more 
sustained performance.

Aftermarket Exclusive
Banks’ huge bellows 
allows for engine  
movement & vibration, 
preventing component 
damage & promoting 
longer service life.

Intake Tube
Shaped by 
computational  
fluid dynamics 
(CFD) software to 
optimize airflow.



Available as a standalone 
product and as part of Banks 
Stinger and PowerPack  
engineered power systems.

Banks iQ Man-Machine Interface
The Banks iQ is a packed full of functions and modes 
for use inside and outside of your vehicle.

No other device on the market can match what we've 
put into the Banks iQ. This powerful micro-computer 
lets you know the inner workings of your vehicle's 
ECU letting you see what's beyond your dashboard 

gauges. You select what you want to see and how you 
want to see it. Set alarms, adjust gauge colors, read and 
clear codes, log data, and find out how quick your vehicle 
really is. You'll find yourself using the host of useful 
built-in tools in your daily life. You can listen to music, 
watch videos, play games, review your Microsoft Office® 
documents and much more. (see page 8-14)

Available as a standalone product

Components  
vary by year/
model, and 
are also 
available  
separately

Monster Muffler
Polished-stainless steel straight-
through Monster Muffler flows 
freely; produces a commanding, 
yet civil, exhaust note; cuts the 
drone & backpressure.  

Monster Exhaust System 
100% stainless steel mandrel-
bent system improves airflow 
up to 138%, cuts backpressure  
up to 79%; single or rear duals.

AutoMind Programmer
All-in-one tuner/datalogger/
scan tool matches fuel to airflow 
improvements for improved 
acceleration; displays critical 
engine functions; scans/clears 
codes; upgradeable.

Available as a standalone product

Banks Ram-Air Intake
Opens up the F-150’s 
breathing; delivers up to 
63% more cool, dense air 
to the engine for greater 
power & fuel economy.

Gain up to:

+27 hp
+29 lb-ft

 At the Rear Wheels

Stinger Systems
Power on a budget: Stinger includes everything in PowerPack except 
the TorqueTubes®,  for power gains up to +27 hp and +29 lb-ft*. 
Either way, you’ll get increased engine efficiency, durability and fuel 
economy. Monster single or rear duals exhaust options are available. 
(see charts on next page)

FORD F-150 3.5L EcoBoost, 5.4, 6.2L, ’04-14
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FORDF-150 5.4L V-8, ’04-08

TorqueTube Manifolds
With their leak-free 
fit, durable 400-series 
stainless steel 
TorqueTubes stand up 
to heat, stress & abuse; 
they pull exhaust from 
the engine, liberating 
huge torque.

Monster Muffler
Polished-stainless steel  
straight-through Monster 
Muffler flows freely;  
produces a commanding,  
yet civil, exhaust note; 
cuts the drone &  
backpressure.  

Monster  
Exhaust System 
100% stainless steel  
mandrel-bent system 
improves airflow up to  
138%, cuts backpressure  
up to 79%; single or  
rear duals.

AutoMind Programmer
All-in-one tuner/scan tool 
matches fuel to airflow 
improvements for improved 
acceleration and MPG; 
displays critical engine 
functions; scans/clears 
codes; upgradeable.

Banks Ram-Air Intake
Opens up the F-150’s 
breathing; delivers up to 
63% more cool, dense air 
to the engine for greater 
power & fuel economy.

Components  
also available  
separately

Gain up to:

+45 hp
+47 lb-ft
 At the Rear Wheels

Rear-Wheel Horsepower Rear-Wheel Torque (lb-ft)
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Best Gain:Best Gain:
++4455  hphp
@500@50000rpmrpm

Best Gain:
+45 hp
@5000rpm

Best Gain:Best Gain:
++4477  lb-ftlb-ft
@500@50000rpmrpm

Best Gain:
+47 lb-ft
@5000rpm

PowerPackPowerPackPowerPack
StingerStingerStinger

StockStockStock

PowerPackPowerPackPowerPack
StingerStingerStinger

StockStockStock

PowerPack Systems
Choose the system that meets your needs and budget—and you’ll have power 
to spare for towing, hauling, tire-smokin’ fun and improved fuel economy, too!  
PowerPack is everything you see above, including an AutoMind Programmer, 
which adds up to +45 hp and +47 lb-ft. 
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F-150 3.5L EcoBoost ('11-14), 
5.4L V-8 ('04-08) and 6.2L (’11-14)

Banks Ram-Air Intake for 
Ford F-150 Pickups
When it comes to eliminating F-150 
power restrictions and improving 
the engine’s efficiency and power, 
Banks doesn’t stop at the exhaust. 
For nearly 50 years, Banks has led 
the way in finding innovative ways 
to maximize intake air density. 
Cool air is denser and contains 
more oxygen for burning fuel. 
That spells more power.  The 
factory intake is clogged with 
restriction and chokes off power 
and mileage that should be yours. 
A high-flow, cold-air intake is the 
exactly what you need to turn that lost 
potential into awesome power.  

Developed by Banks engineers using 
Computational Fluid Dynamics software, 
Banks Ram-Air Intake with High-Ramｮ 
intake plenum  reduces restrictions so 
effectively in the F-150 that it flows up 
to 63% better than stock. Tested and 
proven on a flowbench, Banks Ram-Air 
Intake delivers more air and far greater 
density for maximum power, engine 
efficiency and gas mileage!

Enclosed Housing
With its smooth radius & large 
diameter, the enclosed housing 
promotes superior airflow & 
keeps out power-robbing hot 
underhood engine air; increases 
power & mileage.

Huge Filter Outlet
Keeps air flowing freely 
from the filter to the High-
Ram without restriction to 
improve power & enhance 
fuel economy.

High-Ram Inlet
Replaces the 
restrictive stock piece; 
streamlines cool air 
from the housing to 
the engine; smooth 
radius & large diameter 
maximize airflow.

Giant Reusable Filter
Superior high-flow 
filtration compared to flat 
panel stock filter; large 
filter area means fewer 
filter cleanings & more 
sustained performance.

Aftermarket Exclusive
Banks’ 4.5" bellows allows  
for engine movement & vibration, 
preventing component damage 
& promoting longer service life.

TorqueTubes Exhaust Manifold System
Banks' 100% stainless TorqueTubes are virtually indestructible. 
Includes two full exhaust manifold assemblies, each with a seamless 
high-velocity collector. Unlike the restrictive stock setup, Banks 
TorqueTubes literally "pull" out the exhaust, unleashing greater 
torque and helping the intake stroke to draw in more air. (V-8 only)

Airflow MEASURED AT 10" H2O500

400

300

200

100

0 BanksStock

306
CFM

500
CFM

With a large enclosed housing that 
minimizes restriction, a huge dome-
shaped reusable filter, giant filter outlet 
and a large-diameter High-Ram® inlet, 
Banks Ram-Air Intake outflows the 
factory intake by up to 63%. 

63%63%
More Airflow!
More Airflow!
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FORD

Monster Exhaust for Ford F-150
The Ford F-150: the most 

popular truck in 
Ford’s F-Series and 
the best-selling 
vehicle in the U.S.  

for most of the last 
25 years. But that doesn’t mean 
we can’t make it even better! 

Banks targets the problem areas 
and opens the door to maximum 
performance and mileage. By 
slashing the exhaust backpressure, 

your F-150 will really wake up.

Banks’ 100% stainless steel 3" mandrel-
bent Monster Exhaust system betters 
the stock flow up to 138% while 
reducing backpressure up to 79%. 
That means sending more power to 
the rear wheels while at the same time 
reducing heat. In addition, Banks’ polished 
stainless steel Monster Muffler is half 
the size of the factory muffler (16" vs. 
nearly 3 ft.), which significantly lowers 
the system’s weight. The straight-through 
Monster Muffler is precision sound-tuned 
by Banks to deliver that tough, throaty 
sound without the “drone” you get with 
generic brand mufflers. System includes 
a polished, stainless steel 6x5" rolled-
edge weld-on tip. Banks’ direct-fit system 
bolts on easily. Fully compatible with 
Ford's factory warranty and protected by     
Banks' warranty.

Monster Rear Duals
Optional rear duals system safely clears spare tire.
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F-150 3.5L EcoBoost ('11-14), 4.2L V-6, 
4.6/5.0/5.4/6.2L V-8 ('04-14)  



Banks Automind and Banks iQ

The Banks AutoMind Programming Module gives 
you the ultimate in power and flexibility for your 
vehicle. By working in concert with the Banks iQ you 
can choose from multiple power and economy levels 
right from its 5” color touch-screen. Change tire size, 
transmission shift points, check and clear codes. 

Banks iQ also comes with a host of modes like 
performance measuring, economy tracking, diagnostics, 
entertainment, navigation and more. Both the Banks 
AutoMind Programming Module and iQ are fully 
updatable and upgradable. Options vary per vehicle.
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FORD F-250/350 Super-Duty 6.8L V-10, ’99-04

Stinger & PowerPack 

Systems for F-250/350  
Super-Duty V-10s
Whether you’re hauling a heavy trailer 
or just want to haul ass, Banks has an 
engineered power system just for you. 
Our economical Stinger provides easy 
breathing intake and exhaust upgrades 
that eliminate the chokepoints, liberating 
the hidden power in your engine. Add 
Banks’ optional OttoMind module, 
and Stinger provides best gains 
of +35 hp and +42 lb-ft at the 
rear wheels, plus 5% MPG 
improvement! Looking for even 
more muscle?  PowerPack adds a 
pair of bulletproof TorqueTube 
exhaust manifolds that uncork 
major torque for even bigger 
hauling and climbing jobs. Add 
the optional AutoMind module  
and see your power take a huge jump 
to +56 hp and +67 lb-ft at the rear 
wheels. And you’ll even get 7% 
better MPG to boot!

Banks Ram-Air Intake
Molded, streamlined 
housing + reusable high-
flow multi-layer Ram-Air 
filter + service kit for use 
every 30-50,000 miles; 
delivers more cool, dense 
ram-air into your engine.

Gain up to:

+35 hp
+42 lb-ft
 At the Rear Wheels

Dynaflow Muffler
Stainless steel, free-
flowing Dynaflow replaces 
restrictive factory muffler; 
contributes greatly to 
eliminating exhaust 
backpressure; resonance- 
tuning dispels exhaust  
gases through a suite of 
chambers & 3.5" outlet; 
rich, throaty sound.

Monster Tailpipe
Outflows stock & the com-
petition; the streamlined, 
stainless steel constant-di-
ameter 3.5" tailpipe slashes 
back-pressure; eye-catching 
polished-stainless steel 4" 
tailpipe tip.

OttoMind Module
(Optional) Stinger-calibrated; optimizes efficiency 
& prolongs durability by calibrating fuel to driving 
conditions. Banks removes the factory-imposed power 
delay, so you get instantaneous power when your throttle 
demands it. OttoMind extends power & mileage gains.

Available as a 
standalone product



PowerPickle
Banks invented a ballistic flow device to 
overcome the problem that occurs where 
tubes join within a single collector; a 
“dead zone” that kills exhaust-gas velocity. 
The patented PowerPickle fills that void 
and utilizes the rotational firing order to 
maximize exhaust extraction. This detail—

exclusive to Banks—
captures exhaust-gas 
action and turns it into 
massive torque.

U.S. PATENT NO. 6,634,171
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FORDF-250/350 Super-Duty 6.8L V-10, ’99-04

TorqueTube Manifolds
(Also available separately) Five 400-series 
stainless steel tuned-length tubes allow 
rotational firing of the cylinders through 
the exhaust; patented technology pulls 
exhaust from the engine, liberating huge 
torque; thick flanges welded on both sides.

Heat Shielding
Banks’ engineers designed 
heat shields with TorqueTube 
exhaust manifolds to ensure  
that the factory wiring, cables 
& hoses are protected.

Monster Y-Pipe
When pipes squeeze down tightly 
at the “Y,” the engine has to work 
harder to expel the exhaust; 
Banks’ seamless Y-pipe is larger & 
mandrel-bent for maximum flow.

Gain up to:

+56 hp
+67 lb-ft
 At the Rear Wheels



Monster  Exhaust  for F-250/350 
Super-Duty 6.8L Triton V-10
Forged from heavy-duty stainless steel, 
Banks' large bore, mandrel-bent 3.5" 
Monster Exhaust system cuts backpressure 
for increased power, longevity and fuel 
efficiency. The free-flowing polished 
stainless steel straight-through Monster 
muffler delivers a commanding, yet civil, 
exhaust sound. The 5" polished stainless 
steel tailpipe tip provides an awesome 
and distinctive finishing touch. Crushes 
the flow of the stock system and outguns 
the nearest competitor with ease.
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FORD F-250/350 Super-Duty 6.8L V-10/6.2L V-8 ’05-11

Available for Ford 6.8L V10 & 7.5L V8

Stock Banks

Ram-Air vs. Stock
This cutaway shows that the factory 
air filter housing has little room for 
air to flow around the filter. The 
Banks Ram-Air housing has a larger 
inlet & ballistic-shaped nose, which 
encourage the reusable air filter to 
freely inhale for more power.

Banks Billet™ Torque Converter

 with RaceLock ® Technology
More than twice the stock torque converter 
clutch capacity – Banks’ 1800 lb-ft. vs. 
stock’s 600 lb-ft. The torque converter 
transfers power from the engine to your 
automatic transmission. Hauling heavy loads 
or making frequent use of power mods can 
quickly expose the stock torque converter 
for what it is: the powertrain’s weak link. 
Slippage, surging, transmission shudder and 
excessive heat are just a few of the symptoms. 
In the worst case scenario, a catastrophic 
failure of the torque converter can take the 
transmission down with it. The Banks Billet 
Torque Converter is the heavy-duty solution! 

Monster Tailpipe 
The mandrel-bent 
3.5" stainless 
steel tailpipe is 
constant diameter; 
outflows stock & 
the competition; 
minimizes 
backpressure.

Monster Muffler
Polished stainless 
steel straight-through 
Monster Muffler flows 
freely; produces a 
commanding, yet 
civil, exhaust note; 
cuts the drone & 
backpressure.  

Polished Stainless Steel Tip  
A perfect finishing touch; highly 
polished 5" double-wall rolled-
edge tip stays mirror bright. 
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FORDF-250/350 Super-Duty 7.5L EFI V-8, ’87-97

TorqueTubes Exhaust Manifold System
TorqueTubes are made of bulletproof 400-series stainless 
steel. Their ultra-thick, 5⁄8" flanges are welded on both 
sides and then machined perfectly flat. (Others use thinner 
flanges that are machined first and welded last. No wonder 
they warp!) The fit is so perfect, no gaskets or sealant 
are needed. TorqueTubes are tuned to extract exhaust, 
maximizing torque and minimizing backpressure.

Manifold Bolt Extractor
Provides proper drill-bit 
alignment for extraction of 
broken stock manifold bolts. 
Includes drill and easy-outs.

*Not available on ‘96-97 California pickups.

Banks Ram-Air Intake System

Banks starts adding power and torque 
right at the nose by increasing ram-air 

induction. The streamlined TwinRam® 
filter cover* and reusable Ram-Air 

filter decrease intake restriction, 
dramatically outflowing stock. 

(TwinRam adds 8 hp all by itself!)



FORD
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F-250/350 Super-Duty 7.5L EFI V-8, ’87-97

Stock

Banks

TransCommand 

Trans Management
(Optional for E4OD and 4R100 
Transmissions) Delivers functions 
that no other single module can.  
The electronic module senses 
the load and commands the 
transmission to raise the hydraulic 
pressure accordingly. Light-throttle 
shifts are smooth and firm; full-
throttle or heavy-load driving 
produces solid, decisive 
shifts. Eliminates excessive 
clutch slippage, extending 
trans life. Built with high 
temp, solid-state components. 
Easy to install. 

Banks

Stock

Gain up to:

+40 hp
+50 lb-ft

 At the Rear Wheels

Dynaflow Muffler
Stock’s dual outlets, formed on a press-
bending machine, are reduced to 1.75" 
diameter. The combined internal flow area 
of both pipes is just 4.80 sq. in. (a back-
pressure nightmare!), compared to 8.95 sq. 
in. of the Dynaflow’s massive 3.5" outlet.

Monster® Tailpipe
The internal flow area 
of Banks’ single 3.5" 
Monster tailpipe is 86% 
larger than both stock 
pipes combined, cutting 
backpressure significantly.

Stinger System
Power on a budget: Stinger includes  
everything in PowerPack but TorqueTubes.
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F-250/350 Super-Duty 7.5L EFI V-8, ’87-97
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Monster Tailpipe
Outflows stock & the competition; 
the streamlined, stainless steel 
constant-diameter 3.5" tailpipe 
slashes back- pressure; eye-
catching polished stainless steel  
4" tailpipe tip.

Dynaflow Muffler
Stainless steel, free-flowing 
Dynaflow dramatically reduces 
exhaust backpressure; resonance-
tuning dispels exhaust gases 
through a suite of chambers & 
3.5"outlet; rich, throaty sound.

Gain up to:

+68 hp
+94 lb-ft

 At the Rear Wheels
Monster Head Pipe
Banks’ stainless steel head 
pipe assembly features   a 
constant-diameter Y-collector 
that’s easily removed if the 
drivetrain needs servicing.

Banks Ram-Air Intake 
Includes a streamlined TwinRam 
air-filter cover + reusable, high-flow 
Ram-Air filter that decreases intake 
restriction & sends more cool, 
dense ram-air into your engine.

TorqueTube Manifolds 
Virtually indestructible 400-series stainless steel; no 
need for sealant or gaskets; 5/8"-thick flanges welded 
on both sides & machined flat for perfect seal, 
liberating huge torque.

1515%%15%
UP TO:UP TO:



Banks Automind and Banks iQ

The Banks AutoMind Programming Module gives 
you the ultimate in power and flexibility for your 
vehicle. By working in concert with the Banks iQ you 
can choose from multiple power and economy levels 
right from its 5” color touch-screen. Change tire size, 
transmission shift points, check and clear codes. 

Banks iQ also comes with a host of modes like 
performance measuring, economy tracking, diagnostics, 
entertainment, navigation and more. Both the Banks 
AutoMind Programming Module and iQ are fully 
updatable and upgradable. 
Options vary per vehicle.

Available as a 
standalone product
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DODGE 5.7L HEMI and 4.7L Ram, ’02-09

Monster Tubing
With mandrel bending, the 3" 
stainless steel cat-back pipes 
are constant diameter to 
improve flow up to 65%; 
system slashes backpressure.

Polished Stainless 
Steel Tip  
Highly polished 6x5" 
ob-round angle-cut 
rolled-edge tailpipe tip 
(patent pending) has 
no clamps because 
it’s welded on.    

Monster® Exhaust for 5.7L 
HEMI & 4.7L Ram Pickups
Banks’ constant-diameter Monster 
Exhaust cuts backpressure 
up to 88%, increasing engine 
efficiency and durability, and 
improving fuel economy. 
The Monster tailpipe has 
three bends (stock has six), 
and with just one muffler 
(stock has three heavy 
mufflers), Banks reduces both weight 
and backpressure. The straight-through 
polished stainless steel Monster Muffler 
delivers a rich, throaty exhaust note, 
is sound-tested to cut the maddening 
interior “drone” that straight-through 
designs are known for, and flows up 
to 65% better than stock. Includes a 
Banks signature polished stainless steel 
6x5" rolled-edge weld-on tip.

The direct-fit system bolts on easily. 
Fully compatible with Dodge’s factory 
warranty, the entire system is protected 
by Banks’ warranty.

Monster Muffler
Straight-through 
polished stainless 
steel; flows up to 67% 
better than stock; 
produces a rich, throaty 
sound; cuts the drone & 
backpressure.   

Banks’ constant-diameter heavy-wall 
stainless steel tubing and straight-through 
Monster Muffler systematically slash 
backpressure from 2.5 PSI to just 0.3 
PSI—an impressive 88%!    
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JEEP
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2.5L, 4.0L, 3.8L and 3.6L, ‘91-14

Monster Tailpipe
100% stainless steel 
mandrel-bent 2.5" 
tailpipe & straight-
through muffler virtually 
eliminate backpressure 
for more power.

Stinger System
Power on a budget: Stinger includes 
everything in PowerPack but 
TorqueTubes. (4.0L Stinger shown)

PowerPack Systems               
for 4.0L Jeep

You’ve seen the myriad of ways 
Banks improves airflow in 
the Jeep intake and exhaust 

to provide greater power, 
performance and fuel economy. 

Now Banks has combined all of 
these remarkable upgrades into 
the PowerPack, the ultimate 

engineered power system for the 
4.0L 6-cylinder Jeeps. PowerPack 

includes the Banks Ram-Air Intake 
System, which more than doubles the 

stock airflow… bulletproof stainless steel 
TorqueTubes for unleashing towering 
torque through optimum exhaust 
extraction, and Banks’ Monster Exhaust 
system, which practically eliminates 
backpressure, outflows stock and the 
competition, delivers a rich and throaty 
growl, and includes an eye-catching 
polished stainless steel tip. 

Stinger Systems                        
for 3.6L, 3.8L & 4.0L Jeep
Stinger for the 3.6L, 3.8L & 4.0L 6-cylinder 
Jeeps includes a Banks Ram-Air Intake 
and Monster Exhaust. A very economical 

combo, Stinger delivers a balanced 
gain while leaving the door open to 
upgrading to the Powerpack by the 

simple addition of the TorqueTubes. 

Monster Muffler
Polished stainless 
steel muffler outflows 
stock by 140% & 
competitors by 44%.

AutoMind Programmer
All-in-one tuner/scan tool matches 
fuel to airflow improvements for 
improved acceleration and MPG; 
displays critical engine functions; 
scans/clears codes; upgradeable.

TorqueTubes Manifold
Unleashes flow with 
perfectly formed, precisely 
fitted flange. Thick flange 
double-welded to assembly; 
will never crack or separate.

Banks Ram-Air 
Intake system
More than doubles the 
factory intake’s airflow. 
Huge inlet, enclosed 
housing & large tubing 
for optimum flow & 
performance.

POWERPACK 
FOR JEEP 4.0L  

SHOWN

Ram-Air filter
Large conical  
reusable filter 
maximizes  
high-flow  
filtration.
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Throaty sound; 5" 
polished tip; and 
bolt-on direct fit.
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NISSAN 5.6L Titan and 4.0L Frontier, ’04-14

Monster Exhaust Systems 
for Titan & Frontier
Whether you own Nissan’s 4.0L V-6  
Frontier or the 5.6L V-8 Titan, the 
crimped 2.25" factory exhaust 
shortchanges the power getting  
to your rear wheels. Banks’ stainless 
steel cat-back Monster Exhaust’s 
3" mandrel-bent pipes cut 
backpressure by up to 93%. 
And the polished stainless steel 
straight-through Monster Muffler, which 
more than doubles the stock flow, cuts 
the maddening interior “drone” 
that accompanies most straight-
through designs. You’ll love the rich, 
throaty sound, the improved power and 
fuel economy, and the giant polished 
stainless steel tip. The bolt-on, direct-fit 
system is fully compatible with Nissan’s 
factory warranty and protected by  
Banks’ warranty. 

Monster Muffler
Polished stainless steel 3" straight-
through flows up to 136% better than 
stock, cuts backpressure & produces 
a rich, throaty exhaust sound.

Monster Tailpipe
Stainless steel mandrel-
bent tailpipe keeps the 
exhaust flowing without 
restriction, which greatly 
reduces backpressure & 
improves power.

Monster Y-Pipe
When 2.25" pipes  
squeeze tighter at  
the “Y,” the engine  
works harder to expel  
the exhaust; Banks’ 
3" seamless Y-pipe 
is mandrel bent for  
maximum flow.

Polished Stainless Steel Tip
A perfect finishing touch: 
Banks’ highly polished 
5"double-walled tailpipe tip 
stays mirror bright; has a 
rolled edge.

MONSTER EXHAUST 
FOR 5.6L TITAN SHOWN

Monster for Frontier
Monster Exhaust system flows up to 
104% better than stock; 3" stainless 
steel mandrel-bent free-flowing 
cat-back pipes; and 
Monster Muffler that 
cuts backpressure 
up to 93%.
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Banks iQ Man-Machine Interface
The Banks iQ is a packed full of functions and modes 
for use inside and outside of your vehicle.

No other device on the market can match what we've 
put into the Banks iQ. This powerful micro-computer 
lets you know the inner workings of your vehicle's 
ECU letting you see what's beyond your dashboard 

gauges. You select what you want to see and how you 
want to see it. Set alarms, adjust gauge colors, read and 
clear codes, log data, and find out how quick your vehicle 
really is. You'll find yourself using the host of useful 
built-in tools in your daily life. You can listen to music, 
watch videos, play games, review your Microsoft Office® 
documents and much more. (see page 8-14)

Available as a standalone product
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5.6L Titan, ’04-14

Banks Ram-Air Intake 
for Titan
To improve airflow to the Titan engine, 
Banks developed a Ram-Air Intake that 

outflows stock by 20%, delivers 
greater air density than the 
competitors and complements 
the look and style of the vehicle. 
Ram-Air’s huge dome-shaped 
aerodynamic filter replaces 
the flat panel filter, and 
bellows accommodate engine 

movement. Result: improved 
power and fuel efficiency and longer 

service life. Also fits Nissan Armada and 
Infiniti QX-56.

Larger Housing
The Banks Ram-Air Intake’s filter 
housing is bigger than stock’s, with 
a bell inlet designed by engineers 
to maximize airflow.

Giant Reusable Filter
Superior high-flow filtration compared 
to flat panel stock filter; large filter 
area means fewer filter cleanings & 
more sustained performance.

Aftermarket Exclusive
Banks’ bellows allows for 
engine movement & vibration, 
preventing component damage  
& promoting longer service life.

High-Flow Tubing
Stock tubing’s sharp angles kill airflow; 
Banks’ is engineered to keep the air 
moving through smoothly.

Banks Ram-Air Intake is an  enclosed 
cold-air intake that outflows stock 
and delivers greater air density to 
the engine than competitors for 
more power and fuel economy.
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Airflow 
MEASURED 
AT 10" H2O20%20%

More Airflow!
More Airflow!
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3.4, 4.0 and 4.7L Tundra, ’00-06
5.7L Tundra, ’07-14 • 4.6L Tundra ('14)
4.0L Tacoma, ’05-14

Monster for Tacoma
Virtually no backpressure!  
3"mandrel-bent pipes and  
straight-through polished 
stainless steel Monster 
Muffler dramatically improve  
flow (a whopping 211%!). 
Now the engine delivers 
more power with less work.

Monster® Exhaust  
Systems for Tundra  
& Tacoma
If you’re looking to really wake 
up your mid- or full-size Toyota 
pickup, nothing beats a Banks 
system. Monster Exhaust is the 
ultimate upgrade for Toyota trucks, 
cutting backpressure up to 
94% and delivering the power  
and gas mileage you deserve. A 
simple bolt-on Monster Exhaust 
adds up to 11 hp and 11 
lb-ft. (rear wheel) to your 
Tundra, and greatly improves 
Tacoma’s 0-60 mph acceleration times! 
Banks’ 3" stainless steel system has 
mandrel-bent pipes for effortless 
exhaust flow: up to 160% improvement 
over stock. The brightly polished 100% 
stainless steel straight-through Monster 
Muffler easily outflows the factory muffler, 
and is sound-tuned for rich, throaty 
sound without the annoying resonance 
created by the other guys’ cheap, generic 
mufflers. Monster Exhaust comes 
complete with a polished stainless steel 4" 
welded-on slash-cut tailpipe tip delivering 
a distinctive look that separates your 
truck from the crowd. 

Direct-fit Monster Exhaust               
bolts on easily. Fully 
compatible with 
Toyota’s factory 
warranty, the entire          
system is protected 
by  Banks' warranty.

Monster for Tundra
With its large 3" backpressure-slashing pipes and 
restriction-free Monster Muffler, Banks Monster 
Exhaust improves airflow up to 160%. And in 
the process, up to 11 hp and 11 lb-ft more power 
gets to the rear wheels!

Monster® Muffler
Polished stainless steel straight-
through muffler outflows stock, 
cuts backpressure & produces a  
rich, throaty exhaust sound.

Mandrel-Bent Pipes
Smash-bent pipes restrict 
flow; mandrel bending ensures 
constant diameter for maximum 
backpressure reduction & up to 
160% better system flow.

Polished  
Stainless Steel Tip
A perfect finishing touch: 
Banks’ highly polished 
5.5 x 4.5" rolled-edge 
angle-cut adjustable 
tailpipe tip is welded  
on (no clamps); stays 
mirror bright.

MONSTER REAR DUALS EXHAUST 
AVAILABLE FOR  5.7L TUNDRA ONLY
(Single exhaust available for all apps.)

Gain up to:

+11 hp
+11 lb-ft
 At the Rear Wheels
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Monster Exhaust System    
for Toyota FJ Cruiser
Banks' popular 100% stainless steel 

cat-back Monster exhaust system 
for ‘07-09 FJ's is vehicle-specific 
for fast bolt-on installation. No 
welding. No cutting. And virtually 
no backpressure, either! The 

3" mandrel-bent pipes and the straight-
through polished-stainless Monster muffler 
work together to dramatically improve flow 
(Monster muffler alone improves flow 
a whopping 211%!), allowing the FJ 
engine to deliver more power with less 
work. Banks' Monster exhaust is designed 
and sound-tested to dissipate that irritating 
interior resonance that plagues most straight-
through muffler designs. The sound is rich 
and throaty without being too aggressive.

Optional Tips  
Available with two different tip 
options: round or ob-round

4.0L FJ, ’07-09

OB-ROUND TIP 
3.5" INLET

6" X 4" OUTLET

Polished Stainless steel Tip  
Highly polished 6x5" obround angle-cut 
rolled-edge tailpipe tip (patent pending) 
has no clamps because it’s welded on. 

Monster Muffler
Straight-through polished  
stainless steel; flows freely; 
produces a rich, throaty sound; 
cuts the drone & backpressure.  

Monster Tubing
With mandrel bends, 
the 3" stainless steel 
cat-back pipes are 
constant diameter 
for effortless exhaust 
flow; system slashes 
backpressure.

Banks iQ Man-Machine Interface
The Banks iQ is a packed full of functions and modes 
for use inside and outside of your vehicle.

No other device on the market can match what we've 
put into the Banks iQ. This powerful micro-computer 
lets you know the inner workings of your vehicle's 
ECU letting you see what's beyond your dashboard 

gauges. You select what you want to see and how you 
want to see it. Set alarms, adjust gauge colors, read and 
clear codes, log data, and find out how quick your vehicle 
really is. You'll find yourself using the host of useful 
built-in tools in your daily life. You can listen to music, 
watch videos, play games, review your Microsoft Office® 
documents and much more. (see page 8-14)

Available as a standalone product

ROUND TIP
3" INLET

4" OUTLET


